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Lets visit.. the Droeffestival Barrack!

What is this..? The paper magazine of
Droevendaal. Another channel for
internal ideas-, creativity- and
information exchange. It didn't appear
for about two years, but now it is time
for a fresh new start!

In this section (returning in every Droevendalia) a barrack will be
cross-examined about its thoughts and habits. In this issue, we focus
on Barrack 101. Because we are curious to get to know them, and
also because we want to know more about something that did not happen on last September 12th.

Living nicely together: who's there?
According to the human inhabitants (Valerio, Marielle, Salome, Karin, Simon, sometimes Tanya and Jan-Jaap)
one of the most striking properties of 101 is the difference in age, ranging from 21 to 37 years inhabiting our
world. They are also very world minded: even the youngest inhabitant has visited several continents in her life.
Non-human inhabitants include the dog Bengel, the cat Joepie, two rabbits - at the moment of the interview
miraculously joined by a big third one - a bit too much chicken and way too much Gray Silverfisch
(Ctenolepisma longicaudatum, papiervisje).
Bengel belongs to Jan-Jaap but in practice everybody in the house takes sometimes care. He is about two years
old and grew up in this social environment, what is a very positive thing for the dogs' personality: in this way
he learns to be social. This education however failed with the cat Joepie: since a traumatic confrontation the
barrack is basically divided into two parts, with the animals avoiding each other as much as possible; it is
undecided who is dominant over the other.
Joepie lived a long time in this barrack, was moved to another house in Wageningen twice but found the means
to return again twice.
The chicken population followed nature's call and grew unintended to about 10 individuals. If anybody is
interested in chicken, especially roosters, please pass by at 101!

The kitchen of 101: Bengel with Jan-Jaap

Lack of lists
The internal organization
of 101 does not need
many schedules and
formal appointments.
For example, there is no
list for cleaning the living
room / kitchen nor for
preparing a dinner.
Often, such actions
evolve as a social
undertaking; one starts
with cooking, a second
person likes the company
and thinks it's the right
moment to start cleaning
the kitchen. In practice,
breakfast and lunch are
often the most engaging
and social moments of
the day. During Sundays,
sometimes housemates find each other at the kitchens' couch in a hang-over situation.

Why Droevendaal?
In general, the inhabitants like to life on Droevendaal. That’s because of several factors, perhaps difficult to
describe to outsiders:
- Space around instead of people and concrete (like for example Haarweg)
- More interaction with neighbors
- More on one line, a DIY-mentality ("WHAT did you say?" "Do-it-yourself")
- The possibility of animals, a garden and even a (small) swimming pool
BeDroeved is a nice example of interaction between neighbors, and according to 101 there should be more
creative activities like that. Droevendalers in general however tend to just enjoy a bit more rather than doing
something themselves. When you are more active, you would enjoy living at Droevendaal even more. Perhaps,
some Droevendalers are a bit spoilt: they enjoy cheap, comfortable living, without any intention of giving
something back. But indeed: a current-day study is also quite demanding.
In the huge garden, recently a second chicken shed was constructed. The yield of last season included lettuce,
radish, several herbs, unhappy tomatoes (perhaps it was a bit too cold) and an awful lot of strawberries. The
intentions for next year are to make a good plan and focus to be self-sufficient in tea, with herbs like camomile,
nettle and mint.

A festival that didn't happen
Looking back to the recent history of academic period 1, the most challenging undertaking was helping with
the Droeffeest that did not happen.
Most demanding this year was communicating with the authorities, especially the municipality. Beforehand
they were quite skeptical about the whole idea of “the droeffeest”, and somewhat disrespectful and not fully
cooperative. Most important pain points were free access for emergency services, security in general and noise
disturbances of previous years. The authorities were not convinced in being able to enter Droevendaal during
Droeffeest without problems, trust issues it were. Things as the riots at Hoek van Holland in 2009 were
addressed during negotiations for the permit this year, a party at the coastal region that got completely out of
hand. And they found us a bit chaotic organizational wise, but we are students and work hard! In other words:
the Droeffeest committee 2012 "had to clear up the mess of previous years". For an official party/feest
permission, we should have needed trained security people and control about the number of visitors from
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outside. Something that did not strike with the ideas of the Droeffeest committee and has never has been
necessary or recruited before on Droeffeesten. The final conclusion was: no permit for us this year.
Therefore, there was no Droeffeest this year, but perhaps some accidental parties in different barracks and in
gardens, with shared dinners, and decoration,…and some creative activities, music, and specially designed Tshirts? And ......?
As most of us might have noticed, the police showed itself very explicit that day; during daytime driving rounds
every 5 minutes. As some rumors went: that since World War II, there have not been so much police gathered
in Wageningen. The municipality placed extra no-parking signs and walked around. Etc etc. The committee is
still willing to meet with fines that are receive during Droeffeest 2012.
The festival that didn't happen on September
12, 2012. Mind the pirates!

The morning after
Afterwards, municipality, fire brigade and police were in fact quite positive about the Droeffeest that didn't
happen. Some minor problems were solved by ourselves, or prevented because of a good organization - like
putting clear signs near the roundabout and having active parking spotters, informing the neighborhood in a
nice way etc. Actually, the police let us solve our own problems. Especially the police officer responsible for our
district proved to be a very nice person.
During the night itself, the police went home because there was no reason for them to stay. What works best in
such occasions is just talk to authorities, try to (partially) meet their wishes. Most of them (with a few
exceptions) are actually nice people.
Together with barracks 35 and 89, and former Droevendaler Gilles who organized the Droeffeest some years
ago,101 did a lot of organizing stuff. Especially for Salome, who is relatively fresh on Droevendaal, it was a nice
way to get to know Droevendaal and its inhabitants. It was also striking to experience how much volunteers
eventually showed up once the need is clear. Finally, there was an active group, with divided tasks, and people
taking a share in responsibility. This year the feeling of "with each other, for each other" was perhaps even
stronger than normal.

Future of the Droeffestival
According to 101, it is important that the Droeffeest stays. It has some obstinate and self-supporting
characteristics that belong to this unique place. We showed that we can do this, and we should keep doing it in
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the future. The Droeffeest is also a way to get to know each other - especially with short-stay Erasmus students,
people should be involved more rapidly. And a bit more theater, acts etc,. will also be nice: things like cratebuilding, recognize-the-kitchen and painting added a nice flavor. And: why not also something nice in spring??
More concrete, for the coming years we can choose to aim for a complete festival permission, with bands
playing on the field till 24:00, or only a beer tapping permission, or even no permission at all. 101 suggests not
to aim for a commercial-like festival, with lots of people from outside, but let every barrack organize it's own
party (or other creative activity) and invite it's own (known) friends, and just set a common date and organize
an overall structure for parking, ambiance guidance ('sfeerbeheer'), eating together etc. It is not necessary to
do a big music event on the field, or any general, external promotion. This almost-commercial approach is nice
but proved to be non-essential. Anyhow, whatever our intentions are, the next team should start the
communication with the municipality in time, like in April 2013. The team of autumn 2012 is willing to help
starting up this communication; they can amongst others be found at barrack 101.
Pictures: Valerio

Droeffestival - the financial part
The financial balance of the party that wasn't there shows no big losses.
Money that was leftover is put on the bank account for organizers of
Droeffeest 2013 in this way they are able to; Finish the stage, rent a PA, bands,
etc, etc. And something else: if there are girls that still want to have a
Droeffeest 2012 t-shirt, there still are a few left! Pass by at ‘101.

Crate climbing was one of the activities. The safety rope is not clearly visible on the picture ☺
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3 December 2012

Interview Flore
In search of an adventurous story for the Droevendalia, Peter and me ended up at Droef 33. We knew a certain
girl lived there who had lived in an interesting location. After a smile of recognition but a face of I’m not sure if
I have time for this we made our way to the living room and settled down for a quick and direct interview. We
are meeting Flore, 23, studying landscape architecture. She lived in a sustainable neighbourhood like
Droevendaal during her internship. It is called Eva Lanxmeer, in Culemborg, a small village 50 km from here.
Well, now it got’s interesting!

Eva Lanxmeer is a neighbourhood in Culemborg where people started to create an idealistic community about
15 years ago. Flore lived for seven months in Eva Lanxmeer and gives us some insight in how our future might
be if we are able to find a spot in this community or create a similar setting.
People are very important and this project started with a group idealistic persons who wanted to live in a
different way than usual. Sustainability was important but maybe more important was the feeling of living
together. Marleen Kaptein, one of the founders of Eva Lanxmeer, used to design hats for theatre plays. She got
interested in interior design and sustainable building and got to know many people in this world. From this
network she gathered a group of persons who wanted to live together in a sustainable way. The motivated and
idealistic people were there but they still needed a location. The municipality of Culemborg was helpful in a
such a way that people within the municipality were enthusiastic about the idea of a sustainable neighborhood
and a location was available. An old farm area was located near the train station without a future plan and the
group of Marleen Kaptein was facilitated by the municipality to start their project on this location.
The green area within the neighborhood is organized on three levels. Every house has a private green garden
which is connected to a common green court which is shared with about 20 houses. Within the whole
neighborhood there is another level of common green which is taken care of by the whole community. The
semi private courts are designed according to the needs of the houses using this space. The design is adjusted
to the presence of children and when more elderly people are living this space might be adjusted to their needs.
Within the common green there is an area which is used for water extraction by the municipality, to serve as
drinking water. Because of this the area can only be used extensively. The solution of the community of Eva
Lanxmeer is to use this area as an apple orchard. Only for orchard maintenance and during harvest period the
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area is used as a green space. The harvest results in an apple fest with juice making and apple pie baking. One
of the great moments when the whole neighborhood is together and sharing harvest happiness.
Eva Lanxmeer is car free and made accessible by bicycle and foot paths. Some main roads are there to allow
access for emergency services. There are eight common cars which are shared by the whole community. An
idealistic view of life is an ideal since human habits make it difficult to abide the rules of an ideal society. When
inhabitants of Eva Lanxmeer found out about the rule that private companies were allowed to park their car in
front of their house, more and more private companies arose and cars invaded the usual car free
neighborhood. Another example of an ideal which can be beaten by convenience was the plan of a new
supermarket which was not recognized as sustainable by the inhabitants of Eva Lanxmeer. They preferred the
organic story in the centre over the new supermarket next door, when the supermarket was announced. Once
the supermarket was there people did go there since the convenience of the short distance was apparently
reason enough to lure them in.

In the neighborhood next to Eva Lanxmeer the youth was loitering too much in the streets. For this reason all
the benches were removed to reduced the comfort of the youth and thereby keeping them off the street. The
effect of this measure was potentially appreciated by the inhabitants of this neighborhood but the effect was
that the youth receded to Eva Lanxmeer. The drawback of the open design of the common green was made
visible here. Since the boundaries between common green, the courts and the private garden was not very
obvious, the youth could be found in your private garden. A lesson from this is that an open design of an area
is appreciable as long as you can trust the people that are using this space. As soon as strangers with a different
mindset enter, the openness of an area might become a negative aspect of a living area.
For Flore it was a great experience to live in Eva Lanxmeer, but as a student she prefers Droevendaal. The
schedules of a family with children and a student do differ and this makes it slightly more difficult to connect
with neighbors. Flore can recommend all of you to try to find a similar living situation such as Eva Lanxmeer
when your lives continues after being a student. So if you do not want to miss Droevendaal after your student
life, when Idealis kicks you out. Be aware that there are places outside Droef where people live in a sustainable
way with respect for people and nature.
At this point in the interview the paper is not sufficient anymore for more notes and therefore this interview
reached its end.
Peter & Kris
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More Eva Lanxmeer…
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Dear Droevendaal,
Droevendaal is getting some new friends. Thousands of new friends.
At the back of barrack 81 five Bee hives will be placed.
To introduce ourselves. We are the Beeteam and right now we are a
group of five people who share the same interest . We love to have
bees, take care of them, learn how they behave, prosper and of course
to harvest the sweet honey and wax. At the moment the bees are in
hibernation but in the spring they will fly and buzz around full of joy.
Are you dreaming about having bees? Do you want to learn about
them? Or do you just want to taste the delicious honey? Come and join
us! Ask for me at barrack 59. But if I am not around, ask for Roos at
barrack 81. We will give you all the info you need :D.
Regards on behalf of the beeteam,
Brend

Thursday, October 25th
“We’ll give scores for smell, taste and high. One to five; one is for
grassland and five for coffeeshop quality!” The jury was wellprepared on the ‘homegrowers gathering’. Once the
competitors and spectators had arrived the scoring sheets were
soon filled with marks and comments. The common barrack was
filled with curious and ambitious people, discussing growing
methods and enjoying the music. No restrictions here; even
homegrown, homemade cigars were shared by the proud maker.
In the meantime the jury was still busy. Smells ranging from stray
to ‘rose sweet chocolate yummy’ were noted (not kidding, I’ve got
the sheets laying before my eyes). But not only ‘Little Tree’ got
compliments. Actually all the participants did a very good job on
growing; the grades are mostly fives, especially for the ‘high’
category… well done and good luck next summer!
Daan, 69

Evaluation
Unlike ACT and some other WUR/VHL courses, you don't have to do self-reflection. But perhaps you
have an opinion about this Droevendalia? Did you like it, and does it have an additional value beside all
the other ways of communicating (bulletin board, Google group, DroefMail, Facebook, papers-on-doors,
gossip..), what is missing, ect etc? Please mail your thoughts to droevendalia@droevendaal.nl.
Anyway, perhaps you will be asked to edit and/or attribute to the next issue!
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Droevendaal, de zomer
Er is geen weg die ik hier kan bewandelen
alle paden overgroeid met braam
ik kan dan wel een aantal bessen consumeren
maar in de herfst is dat ook al weer gedaan
de dagen kabbelen hier rustig voort
de sloot zit alweer vol met eendenkroos
ik hoor een zachte warme stem, de koffie geurt
Jazz valt hier al lang niet meer weg te denken
ik kom, jij gaat, anderen die twijfelen
alleen de katten hebben hier hun vast adres
en als de eenvoud hier ook komt te verdwijnen
behoud dan toch
dit kleine hoopje vreugde
…en bak brood, eet samen
geef elkaar vijf kussen, laat een ander er ook tussen, en verleer nooit
om te dansen in de regen, als het kan ook zonder kleren
eet radijzen bij de vleet
en vergeet nooit
dat het hier altijd zo is gegaan
Droevendaal, in de zomer
de wiet groeit er weeldig, en ik heb honger
de meisjes op reis, de raapsteel in bloei
een stukje courgette waar een schimmel op groeit
Ik wandel door de jungle
de kippen verdacht stil
ik zie jou staan, kopje thee in de hand
ik zeg kom maar mee
ik weet wat je voelt
Droef in de zomer
tot de spinazie weer bloeit
Roeland Cortois 2012
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Pet's vaccination
Last October 9th, our cats and rabbits have been vaccinated by the visiting vet. Who are those animals? Let’s
take two examples:

Puki of 93
Waiting for the vaccination we find cat Puki, of barrack 93, accompanied by Ellin, a human. What can the one
tell about the other?
"She is female, desexed, and the only cat in 93. She has a great personality: she is very clever, and like most
cats, the is very curious. She is fantastic company. She seems always to know what is going on, and if she wants
to go outside, she will let you know.
(…)
It’s the cat of the house, but we adopted her last year, from our neighbours, 95. Yes, they knew that, of course!
We offered to take care of her because we loved her.
(…)
Every few weeks, she occupies a spot in the house or in the garden where she then says for a while. And then
she moves on. She loves the sun, or the heater. I think she is a tropical cat.
(…)
I think, Droevendaal is a great place for cats, definitely. Everybody has a very open mentality when it comes to
animals. If one person is moving out of the house, others are willing to take care of the cat. I think no cat looks
malnourished or not taking care of. They all look very healthy and happy.
(…)
At this moment, the cat looks pretty scared. She went very easily into the box, because she has never seen one
before. It was definitely the last time it works like this.."
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Momo of 61
For the first time in Droevendaal vaccination history, rabbits are involved! Four individuals enjoyed being
examed; let's focus on one of them, Momo.

His name is a variation on "Moos" and was decided for today (vaccination day); in his life he had several
owners, for about one month Renske is most intimate with him and his colleague Appa. Appa, by the way, is
very cute when she has one ear up and one ear down.
At this moment, these two rabbits are housed outside, if the winter becomes really cold, too strong for the
winter fur, something inside will be arranged.
Renske never had pets before, except for a few goldfish. But she loves animals, and Momo and Appa make her
happy. For her, and for the rest of barrack 61, a rabbit is a new phenomena. It are nice animals to give
attention to (and they like to receive attention as well); feeding, or just being in the neighborhood. They are not
so found of touching and hugging from humans. On rabbit level, they like being close to each other.
How much care they exactly need is a bit unclear yet.
Momo eats special rabbit feed, and unprocessed
vegetables (carrots are among the favorites) and
vegetable leftovers: Rabbits can be seen as a useful
leftover processing unit. For the rest, they are just
very, very sweet - perhaps that's their only utility.
Next spring, Momo and Appa will perhaps have a
nice cage, enabling them to graze the grass and enjoy
the garden: those gardens are from pet's perspective
a nice advantage of living on Droevendaal.
And: referring to a famous song of Dutch comedian
Joep van 't Hek is not funny, and a corny story
anyway.
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…and some more cats & rabbits
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Green group – what, why, how & Agrostemma githago
Yes! Droevendaal has a ‘groen groep’, a couple of lads with the tasks of discussing ideas about how to manage
our marvelous green environment, communicating and interchanging ideas with Idealis, the ecological
gardeners and of course all Droevendaalers, and finally: organizing Green Work days.
The former Green Group was an active one, passionately shaping our green environment and motivating
people to participate in this. Stefan (55), Gilles and Henk (Koffiebarak) represented the committee. Currently,
Stefan and Roeland (47) are taking up the tasks.
Droevendaalian green vision
Droevendaal consists of a bunch of identical houses in a sea of green, brown and blue natural beauty.
A walk around Droef (let´s say in spring ☺ ) takes you along grassy road verges harboring many flowers,
ditches and ponds overgrown by interesting water plants, frogs that prevent you from sleeping when they are
horny, bushes housing many birds and valuable native shrubs, gardens with compost heaps where hedgehogs
like to wander around, wood walls sheltering and feeding beetles, birds and other creatures,...
Basically, we have this rich nature around us because the Droef citizens and Idealis chose to give nature space
when building Droevendaal, diversify it through a mosaic of management types and especially because
Droevendaalers like to boost these natural values through actively helping maintaining it and adding nice
elements themselves: wood walls, shrubby and wild gardens, a variation of crops,….
For a small place like Droevendaal, “pattern management” is necessary, meaning that – in order to protect and
ameliorate the natural values of Droef – we have to actively work in our nature: keep grasslands open, knot
willow trees, cut back shrubs, clear ponds from time to time, compost organic matter excesses, etcetera. A lot
of this is done by the gardeners appointed to this task by Idealis, but to reduce costs and because we like to
shape Droef nature partly ourselves, we also take up some tasks with the Droef citizens. The Green Group is
there to organize this.

Willow knotting – serious business
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What can we do?
Like Gilles (former green grouper) wrote: “Droef is what you want it to be”. Of course, for green issues, some
continuity in what we do is necessary. Therefore, there is a long-term “green plan” for Droevendaal, set up
around 2000 and revisited in 2011, outlining the landscape goals and associated management types of
different parts of Droef. Within this framework, there is quite some space for creative ideas.
The last three big efforts Droevendaalers made were the willow knotting (wilgen knotten) around the field,
chainsawing and collecting wood from the “singels” (woody sides of Droef) and irradicating Hymalayan
Balsam and Japanese Knotweed, two
invasive exotic plant species forming a
threat to our native vegetation.
Working outside with fellow green fingers
(or blue fingers in winter) is big fun.
Shaping the Droef environment together
and cutting/chopping/dragging your ass off
gives a great feeling. A hot soup and an
occasional fire afterwards make the
experience unforgettable.
Because of the huge variation of small
nature elements, Droef contains an
impressive amount of biodiversity. Many
Droevendaalers are quite keen of one or
another group of organisms, and you can
now enter your observations in a public
excel sheet I launched a year ago. It’s
accessible via the Droef website. For any
initiative regarding more standardized ways
of monitoring biodiversity on Droef, we’d
like to hear about your plans!

Agrostemma githago – bolderik – Corncockle – a rare
endangered plant species growing in Droef

Next Green Work day
Can´t wait to get busy? Good news: Saturday, Januari 12th, we will deal with a lot of branches which have to be
removed from the bordering tree zone around Droef. According to the green plan, the gardeners will thin out
this tree zone, allowing the sunlight to penetrate to the soil, enabling understory vegetation to develop the
coming years. We’ll gather at house 47 at 11u. We’ll have a delicious and ridiculously thick winter soup for
lunch and continue in the afternoon!
Contact

Roeland (47)
roelandcortois@gmail.com

Stefan (55)
sand.stefan@gmail.com
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Willow knotting – preparing campfire fuel

Smooth newt (kleine watersalamander, Lissotriton vulgaris), garden Slot Droevestein (47) - 2011
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Cutting down Himalayan Balsam – summer 2012

Extra – interview met Jelle Zandveld over groen in Droef (only in Dutch)
Ik heb een afspraak met Jelle Zandveld, nieuwkomer in Droevendaal, om met hem dit korte gesprek te
voeren over het reilen en zeilen van groenbeheer in Droevendaal. We zitten gezellig aan de keukentafel en
eten paprika chips. Jelle is een drukke man uit de Randstad, maar heeft gelukkig toch tijd om even
ongenuanceerd zijn mening te spuien over ons Levende Droevendaal.
Roeland: Wat weet je van de groengroep?
Jelle: Dat ze de wilgen zo mooi knippen, beetje onderhoud… bomen knippen dus. En dat jij er in zit, mooie
man!
Roeland: Wat vind je het mooiste groene plekje op Droef?
Jelle: Euh…euhm..hehe… onze tuin vind ik wel leuk. De merels in de struiken langs de bermen, vind ik mooi
om langs te lopen.
Roeland: Hoe ziet voor jou een ideale groenwerk dag eruit?
Jelle: Het ordelijk maken van de struiken
Roeland: Hoe zie jij de droevendaalers van hun groen genieten?
Jelle: Er is zeker een hart voor groen in Droevendaal. Ik vind het vooral mooi dat iedereen lekker in zijn
eigen tuin bezig is.
Roeland: Zou je graag willen dat heel Droevendaal betegeld wordt?
Jelle: Dat zou ik prachtig vinden!
(Jelle wou anoniem blijven voor dit interview en daarom is zijn echte, volledige naam weergegeven)
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The first BE.Droefed festival
The 25th of November the first BE.Droefed festival took place. An afternoon full of activities organized by
several barracks all around Droevendaal. A good reason to visit unknown barracks, to meet new inhabitants of
Droef, to learn and exchange new tricks but most of all to have a fun afternoon with your neighbors. We have
some activities highlighted:
At barrack 81 they had an exciting combination of knitting and romping. In the kitchen, people could learn to
knit, or could continue with unfinished jumpers, hats, and scarfs. Those that got frustrated, could start the
famous 81-corridor game of romping: perhaps most close to rugby with your housemates. Needles were not
allowed.

Although it was a cold and rainy afternoon, outside barrack 61 prepared a pole painting activity to color the
new ugly poles and give them a more Droevendaal-appearance. About 20 people enjoyed painting the poles .
Each pole got its own design and style: painted as a blackboard, a dragon landscape and giraffe. Everyone was
so enthusiastic and busy, the participants forgot to enjoy the warm chocolate milk and cookies.
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Besides these activities, also a lesson in chicken slaughtering (bring your own chicken!) was held, a poetrybakery was arranged, and a new garden oven was introduced. Also a joyful model drawing lesson took place
which was so successful, this group of neighbors is still meeting and practicing the drawing skills. The
organization, Doris (57) and Mathilde (45) thank all the people that helped and enjoyed the day! They hope the
festival will take place again, next year, or even already in spring!
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Participants: Edwin, Rozemarijn (81); Didi,
Kasper (37); Mathilde (45) and Paul (65)

Edible plants on Droevendaal

On a relative sunny day in a stormy and rainy season, eight Droevendalers expanded their knowledge about
spontaneously growing plants that can be used for human consumption.
As was explained in this workshop, you have to know which parts from which species can be used, and
especially on Droevendaal take care of cleaning the plants to exclude the possibility of cat-, chicken- or dogborne diseases. Some parts can only be used after processing; in general younger leaves are preferable over
older ones.
You need to spend a lot of time in harvesting them - what can be nice with a group. However, using local edible
plants saves money and foodmiles, and this is a nice way to learn more about the beauty and richness of the
Kingdom of Plantae: three times sustainability! That fact that sometimes housemates have to be educated not
to complain too fast about an tickling pizza [prikkende pizza] or leathery food [taai eten] is just a minor
inconvenience.

A few of the many edible possibilities who seem to feel comfortable at Droevendaal, even in this season,
halfway October:
- Cow Parsley (fluitenkruid; Anthriscus sylvestris): You can eat the leaves, especially the younger ones. Don't
confuse it with Rough Chervil (dolle kervel; Chaerophyllum temulum), unless you are in for psychedelic
experiences.
- Dandelion (paardenbloem; Taraxacum officinale): Well-known and easily recognizable. Again you can eat
the leaves, however the taste is quite bitter. Try to find younger leaves. Also the roots are edible.
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- Hairy Bittercress (kleine veldkers; Cardamine hirsuta) is tiny but the leaves can be eaten: they offer an
almost spicy taste, nice for in salads.
- An invasive species, nowadays often a weed is Jerusalem artichoke (aardpeer/ topinamboer; Helianthus
tuberosus) ; it's tubers are sweet and deliver the also necessary carbohydrates.
- Garlic mustard (look-zonder-look; Alliaria petiolata / Alliaria officinalis) has a smell like onion, however
it is another family in botanical sense. Its leaves are edible and nice to add flavour to a dish.
- A persistent weed is Bishop's weed (zevenblad; Aegopodium podagraria). The young leaves can be used a
bit similar to spinach. The same holds for the small Sorrel (veldzuring; Rumex acetosa); this one can also be
eaten unboiled, in salads for example.
- The root of both Common burdock (gewone klit; Arctium minus) and Greater burdock (grote klit; Arctium
lappa) are very well edible after cleaning and friting. In Japan, it is even cultivated.
- A bit of Tansy (boerenwormkruid; Tanacetum vulgare / Chrysanthemum vulgare) is a nice addition to the
dish; a bit more will remove intestinal worms, as the Dutch name indicates. Larger quantities: better don't
try…
- Mallow (kaasjeskruid; Malva) show beautiful flowers and edible leaves, as does White nettle (witte
dovenetel; Lamium album); this latter one has to be boiled first.
- Evening Primrose (teunisbloem; Oenothera): the roots and young leaves are tasteful.
- About the trees, the fruits of Hawthorn (meidoorn; Crataegus) can be eaten, and of course the Rose hip
(rozenbottel) can be processed into tea or jam. On Droevendaal we have also Walnut (walnoot; Juglans
regia), Chestnut (kastanje; Castanea) - not ripe yet - and a lot of Common medlar (mispel; Mespilus
germanica). This last fruit needs to be rotten or be frozen before consumption.
- Perhaps surprisingly, the young leaves and stems of Common Hogweed (gewone berenklauw; Heracleum
sphondylium) can be eaten; harvest (wearing gloves) before the leaf is totally unfolded, and boil. Don't confuse
this plant with Giant Hogweed (reuzenberenklauw; Heracleum mantegazzianum) with its much more sharpedged leaves.
The seed of the Common hogweed can also be eaten, it has a coriander-like taste. The seed of Himalayan
Balsam (reuzenbalsemien; Impatiens glandulifera) can be very easily harvested as they pop into your hands if
you touch the seed cover. And they are also nice, a bit like sesame.
On the next page, the final products as we ate them are presented. In nice weather, with a group of fellowDroevendalers and with somebody who knows where to look for (and has knowledge and books about
identifying plant species) it makes a lot of fun. However, this experience makes it also easy imaginable that our
Paleolithic ancestors did spent an awful lot of their time collecting and preparing their food.
More information: Max, 37 / max.simmelink@wur.nl. Please mind: using this article is at your own risk!

Tasting the defrozen medlar seems to be a new experience for most of us..
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Soup as hors d'oeuvre: broth [kookvocht] of
the leaves of nettle (brandnetel; Urtica),
white nettle, and Bishop's weed. Combined
with some modern-age foodstuff: crème
fraîche, ready bouillon, and pepper. The
taste was nice, a bit 'fishy'.

Main dish 1: cut Jerusalem artichoke
tubers, leaves of nettle, Bishop's weed,
White nettle, and onion. Tubers and
vegetables were boiled separately, and
then added to the fruited onions.
Carbohydrates and vitamins in one bite.

Main dish 2: Roots of Evening Primrose
(teunisbloem; Oenothera), about one hour
in the oven with some additional fat. A bit
strange but tasty.
Main dish 3: Roots of burdock with ketjab,
fried in sesame oil for about 25 minutes:
getting a bit closer to understand the
Japanese.

Salad: Common chickweed (vogelmuur ;
Stellaria media), Hairy Bittercress (kleine
veldkers; Cardamine hirsuta) and the
seeds of Himalayan Balsam. And, indeed,
balsamico, tomato and cucumber.
Not on a picture, but in the
memory as a special taste:
tea of leaves from Scots Pine
(grove den; Pinus sylvestris).
Don't use Taxus for this, as
that can be poisonous.

The rose hip jam (boiled and filtered,
with a bit of sugar) is nice in the
youghurt.
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Modern survival tip: lots of kale [boerenkool] in a
small freezer
Suppose you did harvest some kale from your nice Droef garden and have
to store it in the freezer part of your fridge. Kale, even cut, is actually a lot of
air. Perhaps it will not fit into a small freezer compartment without using a
lot of force. Or be smart! We need the help of our wonderful, technically
highly advanced society.
Take:
1
a vacuum cleaner
2
a cloth
3
an elastic
and fix everything together (4).
Assume that the cale is packed in a air-tight
plastic bag.
Then, let the windmill (nb: all Droevendaal
electricity is generated by wind energy, so the
more we use, the better J) and the vacuum
pump do the actual work: the bag with kale
shrinks to about 1/3th of its original size! Close
the bag fast and now, it fits easily into your
freezer.
And yes, the same principle can also work for
our plastic garbage recycle bags. Or in case you
are packing clothes for a long journey..

4
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Droef houses game – lose your house by winning a house party!
A typical Droevendaaler doesn `t live in one house, but in at least ten. In another 10 houses, one
occasionally passes by to get sugar or eggs, in three houses one has ended up because one came home
drunk, thinking to recognize the barracks correctly – you did not. Some Droevendaalers have had a
room in more than 4 houses - those kind of people can be dangerous, for your information, and
somebody actually lived inside a garden house (at the same time subrenting his room) for months. I
have known people living on Droef sleeping on the attic and I`ve seen people not renting in Droef but
falling asleep stoned on random couches for the larger part of their lives. There is also a ninja living in
Droef. His identity remains unknown to most of us but I can assure you, he wanders around at night
(mostly on roofs). Anyways, the point I want to make is that you should know how all living rooms of
Droef look like. Here´s the deal: work together with your house to find the correct house number
corresponding to each picture. The house with the worst score has to organize a house party before
the 24th of February (this is the birthday of Clara and Jago from Droef, does not really matter, but
now you know). The winning house has to organize a surprise act in the loosers house during that
party. The identity of both houses will remain a secret until the day of truth. For questions regarding
privacy and such (hahaha), ask Roeland (47).
Send your answers to roelandcortois@gmail.com in the form "A33, B81, C35" etcetera before the end
of January.

A

B

C

D
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From the (recent) archive: biodiversity around the compost heaps (picture by Erik, 45)

.. and this is how Google visualized us about one year ago. Are this our shared values..?
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AGENDA
Regular:
Capoeira Angola: Tuesday & Sunday 18:00, Common Barrack. More info: Heitor, 105
Acrobatics: Tuesday 20:00, CB. More info: Nina, 39.
Wake Up meditation group: Wednesday, CB. Please contact Jasper, 93 before showing up
Swordfighting: Thursday 20:00, more info: Olaf, 41
Roda de Capoeira: Friday 19:00, CB. More info: Nico, 53
DroevieMovie: sundayevening, more or less every second week
Less regular:
Lecture about lichens (perhaps): January 12th
GreenWorkDay: Jan 12th, 11:00. Field / 47
Next DroefMeeting: Jan 14th, 17:00, CB
WHO IS IN CHARGE OF WHAT? (SITUATION Dec 2012)
Common Barrack, long ladders, water-vacuum cleaner: Barrack 69
DroefBeamer & DroevieMovie: Felix (35; droeviemovie@droevendaal.nl)
Greengroup: Stefan (55), Roeland (47)
Cleaning Team & Cleaning Waggon: Roeland, 47; Luc, 37; Tis, 41
Key for motorcycle shed: short term: Barrack 33, long term: caretaker
Fair-trade stuff: Barrack 35, between 10 and 10 if somebody at home
Grassmowers (currently out of order): Barrack 33
Chainsaw: Stefan, 55
DroefHunt: a very nice boardgame for 4 to 7 players. Ask Joost, 67.
VOKO (cooperative organic food ordering): Mira (overall organisation),
Mart (finances), Ramona ( all 87; voko@droevendaal.nl)
Volkskeuken stuff (big pans) etc: Selma, 91
Organic veggy box: Unclear yet
Bakfiets (tricycle for transport, currently broken) : Roeland, 47
Tenants' representation, safety issues, DroefMail, Droevendalia: Luc, 37 (mayor@droevendaal.nl)

Talking about the
Common Barrack:
cleaning it with people
from different user groups
also makes fun.. (Dec 14)
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GROENWERKDAG Saturday January 12
A lot of wood has been cut in the woody borders of Droef.
The idea behind this was to thin out the big trees and bushes, so more
sunlight can penetrate to the understory vegetation and the shrubs that
are present can fully develop. The main thing to do on the next greenwork
day is to drag the wood out of the borders, cut the big pieces for
firewood and throw the small branches on the compost heaps. You can take
any wood you want for your own house.
Spread the word and join the Legendary Greenwork Day!
We gather at 47, Saturday, 11u.
Bring along garden shears (takkenschaar), saws, rope to move the piles of
wood, wheelbarrow.

There will be SOUP FOR LUNCH. Njam!
INFO: ROELAND (47)

WAGENINGEN - De steen waaraan Cor
Zenhorst zich onlangs sneed bij het
oogsten van zijn Chinese
aardappelsoort in zijn tuin op
Droevendaal bij Wageningen, blijkt een
'Zwitsers zakmes' van zesduizend jaar
oud te zijn. Dat meldt de Wageningse
amateur-archeoloog Huig Pieter
Lagerwerf.
Hij kreeg de steen van Zenhorst en zag
direct dat het iets bijzonders was.
Onderzoek van regio-archeoloog Peter
Schut leerde dat het ging om een
combinatiewerktuig van landbouwers uit
de Michelbergcultuur die zesduizend
jaar geleden leefden in Limburg en
Duitsland.
Het Zwiters zakmes had verschillende
functies. Met de helaas afgebroken punt konden gaatjes in huiden worden gemaakt. De
zijkant was om te snijden, de onderkant om te schrapen.
Lagerwerf noemt de vondst uniek. Het is de eerste keer dat bewezen is dat deze
landbouwers in Wageningen en omgeving zijn geweest.
Graag zou hij vervolgonderzoek zien in de omgeving van Droevendaal om te zien of er meer
duidelijkheid kan worden gegeven over deze Limburgse landbouwers. Belangrijke vraag is of
ze in Wageningen landbouw hebben bedreven of niet.
Uit: De Gelderlander, 9 maart 2011

Tussen haakjes: wat zou De Gelderlander bedoelen met Chinese aardappelen..?
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Day’s are getting shorter, the cold is enclosing us. Soon it
will be winter… It’s time to get the warmth in our houses. I
am Wichtel, originally I’m from Germany, but I live at
Droevendaal. I do little things, sometimes barely
noticeable, but it makes the day a little bit nicer.

You can help me, that’s called
Wichtelen. Bake a cookie for your
neighbor, write a poem and stick it on
a door or do the laundry for your
housemate. It can be everything. It is
doing something for another person,
secretly, without asking something in
return. So it is unconditional giving.
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